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Migration to BIM 360 Docs

KEY QUESTIONS
u BACKGROUND: Why do we need collaborative and centralised information

u PAS 1192:2 and PAS 1192:3 – why were they developed
u BIM = Alphabet Soup: EIR → BEP → MIDP  → PIM → AIM

u What is a Common Data Environment (CDE)
u Types of CDE: Cloud Based, Extranet, Intranet, Project Server. The pro’s and con’s

u What type of CDE’s are out there 
u BC, BIM 360 Docs, BIM Xtra (Clearbox), Adoddle (Asite)

u The CDE we are selecting and why
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u BACKGROUND: Why do we need collaborative and centralised information
u PAS 1192:2 and PAS 1192:3 – why were they developed

u Buildings are becoming more complex, design and project teams are getting larger and the information 
generated is significantly larger than it once was. 

“The production of co-ordinated design and construction information is a task- and time-based process, 
independent of which procurement route or form of contract is used. Each task needs to be carried out in a 
particular order for the mutual benefit of all those involved, otherwise known as ”collaborative working”….

….teams are asked to produce information using standardized processes and agreed standards and methods, to 
ensure the same form and quality, enabling information to be used and reused without change or interpretation”

u The intention is to make the design, construction and operation processes more ‘lean’ and efficient.
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u BIM = Alphabet Soup: 
u EIR → BEP → MIDP  → PIM  → AIM
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u What is a Common Data Environment (CDE)
A “single source of information for any given project, 
used to collect, manage and disseminate all 
relevant approved project documents for multi-
disciplinary teams in a managed process”
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u Basic considerations in selecting a CDE location: 
u Cloud Based: Where data is hosted off premise and managed by a hosting 

organisation such as; Amazon, Azure, EMC Dell or Oracle. You will have to ensure that 
the company has multiple Data Centres and a robust infrastructure. Given the size of 
Navisworks or complex BIM files it is necessary to have the ability to have a large 
flexible storage capacity. It is the most flexible solution, it does have a constant cost 
but a much lower risk and no requirement to manage your own servers

u Extranet: This is like a communal website and not really suitable for the complex and 
confidential nature of BIM

u Intranet: These private company networks can be on premise or also managed in the 
cloud, the difficulty is that the information is generally confidential and multiple 
different companies will have different IT platforms and security protocols, if hosted on 
premise it must be managed etc. The advent of the new Office 365 might bring 
opportunities to deliver a CDE type environment within the windows platform with an 
external login

u Project Server: This is where a server is set up for the project centrally and managed by 
one of the parties but that brings issues regarding; robustness, daily management, 
redundancy etc
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u What type of CDE’s are out 
there

Mainly similar ideals whereby there is a 
cloud based system which houses the 
ability to generate a folder structure 
and give permissions to all relevant 
parties. However some work better 
than others

u Business Collaborator

u BIM 360 Docs

u BIM Xtra (Clearbox)

u Adoddle (Asite)

Stakeholders
Client

Architects

Engineers

DAC Consultants

Fire Consultants 

Construction Company

FM Company 
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u What type of CDE’s are out there 
u Current Experience 

u Separate Systems

u Access Control Issues

u Multiple Layers of Control / Possibilities for failure

u Where is the model held

Stakeholders

Client

Architects

Engineers

DAC Consultants

Fire Consultants 

Construction Company

FM Company 
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u How it should work;

Client 
Architect 

Engineers 

Specialists 

Consultants 

FM Company 

Construction 
Company 

Subcontractors

All Stakeholders working on one Platforms & 
The BIM Model being held inside this space 
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u The CDE we are selecting and why
u BIM 360 Docs 

u Cloud Based

u Robust

u Mobile – this is key. At present very few CDE platforms are App based

u Compatibility with NavisWorks, Revit, Field, Glue, Ops etc.

u The AIM can be easily handed over at the end of the project 
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u Next Steps
u Progress with the detailing of the CDE implementation strategy

u Write the report with the following structure;

u CDE – what they are and why we need them

u PAS and BIM – the standards we need to work to in the Built Environment 

u CDE – types and their pro’s and con’s 

u What an ideal project would look like from an IT and data management perspective

u What CDE system will best enable this 

u How to implement a CDE 

u How to manage the CDE once operational

u How to transfer ownership as the CDE moves between phases i.e. construction to operations


